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The Role Longevity Plays in Choosing
a Precision Parts Manufacturer
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From manual equipment to CNC machining to lights out manufacturing,
Dial Machine’s relationship with OEMs spans 50 years.
Today’s Industrial Products & Solutions • September 2015

While longevity – measured as years in business with
consistent ownership – is not a typical requirement
for OEMs in choosing a precision metal parts manufacturer, there are some significant reasons why it should
be considered along with the usual quartet of quality,
delivery, turnaround and price.
Longevity does impart certain, undeniable facts. In an
era where many machine shops have gone out of business or changed hands as parts manufacturing moved
overseas, those that have survived could only do so by
being lean and delivering consistent value.
Often, this meant adapting by moving to more precision, high tolerance
work that remained in
the U.S.  To win this business, shops were forced
to recruit or retain skilled
operators from a diminishing pool while continually
investing in the latest CNC
equipment over time. This
meant spending more
money to stay ahead of
the curve when many jobs
were becoming “lowest bid
wins.”
For industries that are
more price-sensitive,
competition amongst the
quality shops was fierce
and the only way to stay
in business was to deliver
consistent quality, on time
– every time. Fail do so,
and another precision shop
is there to take its place.

In other words, longevity - particularly when measured in decades – is like a
gauntlet that only the strong survive. Not many can
lay claim to being in business for the past 20, 30, 40 or
more years.
50 Years in Business, 50 Year Customer

One metal parts supplier able to negotiate the rigors
of the industry, and of time, is Dial Machine Company
(dialmachine.net), a full service precision machine
shop offering custom metal and plastic components.
The company has operated under the same family
ownership and retained long term skilled operators
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for the past 50 years.

If the company’s 50-years in business is impressive,
perhaps more so is that Dial Machine has maintained a
continuous 50-year relationship with the same customer, King Tester Corporation, a pioneer of Brinell
hardness testing equipment.

Given the failure rate of manufacturers, revolving door
ownership or management (often that make sweeping
changes, including where they get their parts), changes
in the industry, competitors looking to steal away business by offering a lower price, any machine shop will
acknowledge that retaining a customer over decades is
perhaps even tougher than
staying in business.
The relationship between
these two companies is
unusually long for its time
frame and cooperation.
During that time, they have
witnessed many changes in
the industry, most notably
the introduction and evolution of CNC machining.

“In the 1980s, machining
had reached its limits, with
rising quality demands and
many skilled machinists retiring,” says Ernest Biddle,
King Tester’s V.P. of Sales
and Marketing. “Dial Machine was our first supplier
to use CNC machines to
enhance and extend quality
machining. We supported
this technical revolution
and co-signed their loan for
CNC equipment, because
fast, accurate production of our test head was critical
to our business.”
Since 1965, Dial Machine has been the primary parts
supplier for the King portable Brinell hardness tester,
providing parts for its hydraulic test head, body, and
base. Dial handles not only primary processes such
as CNC machining, metal fabrication, lathe and milling
operations, but also secondary machining, finishing,
coating, deburring, grinding, and some assembly.
Biddle acknowledges the role of John Giordano,
co-owner of Dial Machine and son of its founder An-
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thony, in helping to produce the world’s first commercially viable, automatic Brinell microscope, King Tester’s King Scan®, which since 1987 has gone through a
number of iterations and improvements.
Despite the role that longevity can play in an OEM
choosing an experienced metal parts manufacturer,
simply being around a long time isn’t enough when it
comes to precision parts. With each new generation of
CNC equipment, the precision and speed increases and
companies such as Dial Machine must continue to invest in new machines while refining their techniques.
“On key parts of our portable Brinell hardness tester,
such as the process of making test heads, Dial Machine
works to very tight tolerances,” says Simon Focht, King
Tester’s Operations Manager. “From a raw casting,
a block of stainless steel, it essentially machines the
exterior and interior in fine detail. At another point,
it machines and drills a block of aluminum, using CNC
equipment to achieve several tasks at the same time.”
Recently, Giordano also suggested design improvements to tighten the mating fit between two elevating
screws and nuts on the King Brinell hardness tester
base. “With the improved tolerance of the custom
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mating fit, the carriage runs up and down as precisely
as possible with increased longevity,” says Focht.
Staying Current

“A machine shop has to prove itself every day,” agrees
Jim Guba, Vice President of Engineering at IMAC
Systems. His company, which has worked with Dial
Machine for the past 5 years, provides products and
services to the gas measurement and precision machining industry since its establishment in 1978. “They
continue to improve their business and bring in the
latest, state-of-the-art CNC equipment.”
Although IMAC Systems has invested in sophisticated CNC equipment – including two new CNC lathes
totaling $500,000 to add to two CNC lathes, a milling
machine, and a machining center – it still sees the value of outsourcing its most complex parts to a precision
shop like Dial Machine.

Although they could manufacture the parts, they prefer
to use in-house equipment to make the majority of
less-complex parts – a job that requires the full attention of their current long-time CNC operator.
The complex parts Dial Machine makes include the
upper and lower housings of a high-pressure stainless
steel filter, which protects expensive downstream gas
equipment from dangerous line debris. The tolerances
for the high-pressure filter can range from 0.0005” to
0.005” in 316” stainless steel.
“We’ve never had a reject from any part they’ve made
for us in five years,” says Guba.
Lights Out Manufacturing

Despite Dial Machine’s long, successful OEM relationships, the company is not resting on its laurels. To gain
even greater operational efficiency, it has gone beyond
CNC machining to lights out manufacturing.
Lights out manufacturing is a trend where CNC equipment is set up to make parts overnight or longer, while
staff is not around. This can speed part turnaround
while also reducing labor costs, which can be passed
on to the customer.
The technique often improves OEM production flexibility as well, leaving fully manned CNC equipment
for day shifts to produce more complex parts that may
require more tooling changeovers and monitoring.
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As much as 80% of the work Dial Machine performs
can be run as lights out manufacturing, provided that
lot quantities are sufficient. These automated machines have automatic magazine bar feeders and safety
mechanisms on them. This allows the company to run
multiple shifts per day, including an unattended overnight shift, which can dramatically decrease OEM lead
times and part costs.
“With CNC and lights out manufacturing capability as
well as expert machinists, Dial Machine is helping to
keep our company on the cutting edge of quality, delivery, and price,” concludes Biddle.
For more info, call 215-639-7650; Fax 215-639-3078;
email dialmachoffice@verizon.net visit www.dialmachine.net; or write to Dial Machine Company at 840
Mill Road, Andalusia, PA  19020.
www.dialmachine.net •
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POP Avdel Introduces
the NeoBolt

POP Avdel, the largest blind rivet supplier in the industry, is introducing NeoBolt, a non-breakstem lockbolt
fastening system for heavy-duty structural applications. The two piece NeoBolt fastener features a collar and
a pin with fine pitch locking grooves that, when installed, provides unmatched vibration resistance and fatigue
performance.

Unlike traditional lockbolt fasteners, there is no pin break so there is no metal waste, reduced noise, no installation shock, no risk of pintails being dropped into the application or work area, and no corrosion at a pin break
surface. With no shock loads, tool life is extended and operator fatigue reduced.
Apart from the elimination of metal waste, the reduced pin weight and size versus normal lockbolts offers
environmental benefits of using fewer raw materials and less energy throughout manufacturing, shipping and
storage.
Designed for industries ranging from rail, truck and trailer to mining, construction, commercial vehicles, and
alternative energy applications, NeoBolt fasteners can withstand the stresses of the toughest applications and
environments.
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NeoBolt fasteners are quickly and easily installed in seconds to provide a secure, maintenance-free, long lasting
joint compared to traditional nut and bolt assemblies. NeoBolt offers a permanent joint with far greater vibration resistance that avoids loosening by unscrewing.

To install the NeoBolt fastener, the pin is placed through the materials to be joined and the collar screwed onto
the pin thread with just a single turn. This collar “fit-up” feature enables easy pre-assembly in joints and avoids
the need to support the pin during the subsequent swaging operation. A tool with an open collet is placed over
the pin tail end and when actuated, the collet closes and pulls the pin. The anvil moves onto the collar, closes any
joint gaps, and swages the collar wall down into the pin locking grooves. Once full swaging load is reached, the
tool travel stops and returns to release the pin.
Radial bars on the collar flange, standard on all sizes, further enable quick visual verification of full swage during
installation or inspection.
NeoBolt lockbolts are available in a variety of sizes ranging from 3/16” to 1” (4.8mm to 25.4mm) diameter, with
a grip range from 0.520” to 6.23” (1.3 to 158mm).

The NeoBolt lockbolt is the newest product in the POP Avdel family of structural “Lockbolt Systems” which
includes Avdelok®, Avdelok® XT, Maxlok®, Avtainer®, and Avbolt®. Lockbolts provide consistent high clamp,
shear, and tensile strength as well as excellent vibration resistance, multi-grip capability, and high-speed assembly.

POP® Avdel® is a registered trademark of STANLEY Engineered Fastening, a Stanley Black & Decker Inc. Company.
www.stanleyengineeredfastening.com/neobolt •
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Safeguard Employees &
Industrial Equipment
with IDEAL Digital
Insulation Meter
Oil, dirt, excessive heat or cold, vibration and
moisture will damage electrical insulation,
threatening heavy equipment operation and endangering employee safety. Combat this serious
problem with the IDEAL 61-797 Digital Insulation Meter, a rugged, industrial-grade tester
designed for commissioning, routine troubleshooting and preventive maintenance to identify
whether insulation is performing at an effective,
safe level.
Periodic testing of insulation for signs of deterioration will spot breakdowns in electrical
systems, generators, switchgear and motor
windings before failure occurs. More importantly, insulation testing can prevent the dangerous
occurrence of short circuits or short to grounds.

Using the 61-797, the technician will quickly
determine the integrity of insulation in new and
existing wiring by identifying capacitive, absorption and leakage current at multiple test voltages
(50V, 100V, 250V, 500V and 1000V) and resistance up to 20G ohms. In addition, this versatile
tester measures earth-bond resistance to assure
verification of the continuity of the protective
bonding, automatically senses and displays AC/
DC voltage to 600V, plus calculates the Polarization Index (PI) and Dielectric Absorption Ratio (DAR).

Insulation testing is most effective when it is part of a
scheduled maintenance program. Repetitive testing is
made easier with the 61-797’s straightforward Pass/
Fail function and its internal storage of values. Another
convenience are the included “twist-on” alligator clips
that fit over the test leads. There is also a remote test
button for two-handed operation.
The IDEAL brand is synonymous with safety. The
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61-797 was designed with a 600 V Cat IV overvoltage
rating and will safely disable itself if connected to a live
circuit exceeding 30 volts. A live voltage hazard indictor is also prominently displayed on the front panel to
warn the technician before use on an energized circuit.
Once testing is complete, the 61-797 automatically discharges capacitive voltage from the equipment under
test that may be a shock hazard.
www.idealind.com •
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around cleaner, safer, and more healthy work
environment.
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HydroForce HT™: Universal Hydraulic Chuck
Maximizes High-Torque Performance

With among the highest levels of transmittable torque
due to a more compact design, featuring a 40% thicker
front-wall cross-section, the new HydroForce HT universal hydraulic chuck from Kennametal is a cost-effective chucking solution that simplifies inventory while
maximizing tool life and machining results for milling,
drilling, reaming, and other rotating applications.
HydroForce HT provides the increased rigidity necessary for improved cutting parameters and better
results. Clamping force is up to three times better than
regular hydraulic chucks, and with improved vibration
dampening, runout is three microns at 2X diameter
overhang. Balance quality of G2.5 is achieved at speeds
up to 25,000 rpm.

“All this robust performance is available in a hightorque chuck requiring only two sizes for all your
rotating tooling tasks,” according to Kennametal. Direct
clamping is available for 20 and 32 mm (0.75 and 1.5
in.) diameters and reducer sleeves are applied for all

other diameters.

Maximum Torque AND Resisting Bending Loads

When machining tough materials like titanium, cutting speeds are relatively low due to thermal effects
on cutting tools. In response, machine-tool builders
have improved stiffness and damping on spindles and
machine structures to deliver abundant torque at low
rotational speeds.

In these and other cases, the HydroForce HT universal
chuck works directly with the Kennametal KM4X™
spindle connection to not only transmit higher levels of torque, but also provide maximum resistance
to bending loads. In end-milling applications, where
projection lengths are typically greater, the limiting
factor is the spindle interface’s bending capacity.
For example, an indexable helical cutter with 250mm
(9.84 in.) projection from spindle face, 80mm (3.15
in.) in diameter generates 4620 Nm (3407.5 ft. lbs.)
of bending moment and less than 900 Nm (663.8 ft.
lbs.) of torque. Often, bending moment boundaries are
exceeded far before torque levels.

The combination of the KM4X™ system’s high clamping
force and interference level lead to a robust connection
and extremely high stiffness and bending capacity for
greatly improved performance in titanium machining.
KM4X and HydroForc Ht work together to overcome
the limitation on bending capacity present in other
connections. Maximum available spindle power and
torque are brought to bear every time in critical operations like milling of high-strength materials.
Complete Product Line

Kennametal’s hydraulic chucks are among the world’s
leading toolholder systems. Other choices include
BASIC-Line expansion chucks, TREND-Line, HP Line
with radial tool-length adjustment, and SLIM-Line
for long L to D ratios. The hydraulic chucks are characterized by low maintenance costs. All hydraulic
chucks are equipped with central coolant for use
with through-coolant or non-through-coolant tools,
and can also be applied in minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) situations.
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www.kennametal.com •
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